Mediator complex proteins are required for diverse developmental processes.
The Mediator complex serves a crucial function in gene regulation, forming a link between gene-specific transcription factors and RNA polymerase II. Most protein-coding genes therefore require Mediator complex activity for transcriptional regulation. Given the essential functions performed by Mediator complex proteins in gene regulation, it is not surprising that mutations in Mediator complex genes disrupt animal and plant development. What is more intriguing is that the phenotypes of individual Mediator complex mutants are distinct from each other, demonstrating that certain developmental processes have a greater requirement for specific Mediator complex genes. Additionally, the range of developmental processes that are altered in Mediator complex mutants is broad, affecting a variety of cell types and physiological systems. Gene expression defects in Mediator complex mutants reveal distinct roles for individual Mediator proteins in transcriptional regulation, suggesting that the deletion of one Mediator complex protein does not interfere with transcription in general, but instead alters the expression of specific target genes. Mediator complex proteins may have diverse roles in different organisms as well, as mutants in the same Mediator gene in different species can display dissimilar phenotypes.